June 16, 2022

RE: STRONG SUPPORT FOR JOINT SOLICITATION FOR OFFSHORE WIND TRANSMISSION

Dear Governor Baker, Governor Lamont, Governor McKee, Governor Mills, Governor Scott, and Governor Sununu,

On behalf of the undersigned organizations and our thousands of members and supporters across New England, we write to express our strong support for a joint solicitation by the New England states for
transmission solutions to deliver offshore wind to the region. The economic and decarbonization potential of offshore wind for the region as a whole is astounding. We applaud your commitment to bringing the benefits of offshore wind to your states, as reflected to date by important offshore wind project solicitations, key investments in port infrastructure and supply chain, funding for research and workforce development, and essential stakeholder engagement.

Offshore wind is the single biggest lever we can pull to address the climate crisis, meet our energy needs, and grow our economy simultaneously. It is our best opportunity for new sources of renewable energy. New England boasts some of the best offshore wind resources in the country: we have enough offshore wind off our coast to power our regional grid as much as ten times over.¹ Offshore wind is a $100 billion industry waiting to happen. Harnessing its economic potential can drive economic growth by creating thousands of high-quality jobs, establishing our region as a hub for clean-tech development and deployment, and saving ratepayers billions of dollars.

Harnessing and delivering this abundant and free resource to power our homes and businesses requires new transmission investments. It is advantageous to pursue these investments jointly, so that the region as a whole may share in the benefits of offshore wind. Most importantly, we must act soon. Moving swiftly to capture the benefits of additional offshore wind for the region will enable the New England states to lead the race to an equitable clean energy economy while strengthening the reliability of the electric grid and securing valuable federal funds.

Careful consideration of offshore grid solutions to link and deliver New England’s offshore wind potential is particularly important. A recent Brattle Group study found that a well-planned offshore grid could provide substantial economic savings in comparison to onshore only transmission solutions and would reduce impacts to fisheries and the environment while improving technical efficiencies.² The current time-consuming approach of investing in one-off transmission lines on an ad-hoc rather than planned basis, which is already being scrutinized for nation-wide reform by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, could result in significantly higher overall financial, environmental, and community impacts than a planned and well-coordinated regional solution like an offshore grid.

For these reasons, the undersigned organizations write to urge you to act now to secure the maximum potential of offshore wind for the region by preparing a joint solicitation for transmission solutions, with a focus on proposals for efficient and cost-effective offshore grid solutions. We strongly support your efforts to achieve thriving New England communities and a more robust electric system through rapid, responsible action on offshore wind. We encourage these additional steps now to secure the region’s future without delay.

Sincerely,

Susannah Hatch, Regional Lead
New England for Offshore Wind

Melissa E. Birchard, Director, Clean Energy & Grid Reform
Acadia Center

¹ 2016 Offshore Wind Energy Resource Assessment for the United States; NREL; Technical Report NREL/TP-5000-66599
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